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To study the dynamic response and spectrum characteristics of the three-dimensional crossing tunnel under the action of seismic
load, we established a 1/50 downscale model based on a typical of the oblique overlapped tunnel and conducted a series of shaking
table tests. -rough examining the recorded dynamic responses (acceleration and dynamic strain measured at different locations
in model tunnels), we found that the seismic response of the crown was the largest at the central section, and the invert of the
tunnels was exactly opposite to the crown, which presented a “parabolic” distribution, and we inferred that the damage within the
model may be mainly concentrated on the crown of the tunnels. Additionally, the dynamic strain showed obvious nonlinear and
nonstationary characteristics under the action of different degrees of seismic intensities. Different from a single tunnel, the
acceleration superposition effect appears in the cross section of two tunnels because of the spatial effect of overlapping tunnels,
resulting in the obvious seismic response in the cross section. Meanwhile, we also found that the 1st dominant frequency
(0.1–6.26Hz) seismic wave played a leading role in the process of tunnel slope failure. Furthermore, the analysis of the acceleration
response spectrum also showed that the surrounding rock mass has an amplification effect on low-frequency seismic waves.-ese
results help us better understand the features of the dynamic responses and also provide evidence to reinforce the overlapped
tunnels against earthquakes.

1. Introduction

In general, owing to the constraints of the surrounding rock, it
is considered that the dynamic response of tunnel and un-
derground engineering under earthquake is quite different
from that of other structures. However, with the occurrence of
many large earthquakes, a large number of tunnel structures
have been damaged to varying degrees, and many scholars
also have different opinions on the dynamic response of
tunnel engineering under seismic loads [1–3]. Nowadays, lots
of overlapped tunnels are inevitable in practical engineering,
such as highway tunnel-railway tunnel, highway tunnel-
highway tunnel, railway tunnel-railway tunnel, and subway
[4–6]. Owing to the complexity of the overlapped tunnel, its
damage and earthquake resistance under the action of seismic
loading have become the key issues.

In recent years, scholars mainly focused on field in-
vestigation, theoretical analysis, numerical simulation, and
model test for the seismic response of underground struc-
tures in the past. Among these means, theoretical analysis
and numerical simulation are the most widely used. For
instance, Gazetas et al., Parra-Montesinos et al., Anastaso-
poulos et al., and Andreotti et al. [7–10] carried out theo-
retical analysis in the mechanical behavior of underground
structures subjected to earthquake loading. -ey not only
described the development of appropriate ground motion
parameters, including peak accelerations and velocities,
target response spectrum, and ground motion time history
but also proposed that the seismic design loads of under-
ground structures are characterized in terms of the defor-
mations and strains imposed on the structure by the
surrounding ground, often due to the interaction between
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the two [11, 12]. -ese theories all provide references for the
seismic dynamic response design of underground structures.

Different numerical approaches have been reported in
the technical literature, for the investigation of tunnel dy-
namic response, for design, or for back-calculation of the
dynamic test results in field or in the laboratory [13–15]. In
the dynamic analysis approach, seismic dynamic response of
the tunnel is conducted using numerical analysis tools such
as finite element or finite difference methods. For instance,
Khoshnoudian et al. and Ding et al. [16, 17] carried out the
numerical simulation for large-scale seismic response
analysis of the tunnel by taking account of nonlinear ma-
terial behavior such as soil, nonreflecting boundary defi-
nition, and soil-tunnel interaction and provided relevant
data and references for the aseismic design of underground
structures. Additionally, it was reported by Sun and Dias
[18, 19] that the stress redistribution caused by the tunneling
process has an important effect on the seismic forces in the
lining, and numerical results revealed that the target
damping ratios and the damping determination approaches
have an important influence on the tunnel dynamic response
analyses.

Shaking table tests can directly reflect the deformations
and failure mechanisms of tunnels under vibrations and are
therefore an important means for studying the seismic
dynamic response and instability failure mechanisms of
tunnels [20, 21]. -e seismic performance of the rectangular
tunnel under different excitations was studied, and the
isolationmechanism of the damping layer was also discussed
based on the centrifuge tests by Cilingir et al. and Chen et al.
[22, 23]. In addition, it has been found that the sudden
change of stiffness or cross section would cause stress
concentration in the shaking table test of the immersed
tunnel under nonuniform excitation [24–26]. -e shaking
table tests were also conducted by Moss and Crosariol and
Chen et al. et al. [27–29] for the overlapped subway tunnel,
which found that the peak strain and damage degree on both
sides of the tunnel model structure were distributed in the
form of “S” along with the height. Furthermore, Kutter et al.
Tsinidis et al., Zhao et al, and Wu et al. [30–33] not only
conducted the shaking table tests of the subway but also used
numerical simulation to verify the accuracy and rationality
of the model. Zhang at al. [34] described discrepant re-
sponses between the cross passage and the twin tunnels by
acceleration data. In the past study of the seismic perfor-
mance of tunnel structures, researchers mainly focused on
the dynamic response of single-line tunnels and subway
tunnels. However, there are few shaking table tests on the
overlapped tunnel, and no systematic research results have
been obtained.

In this paper, the design of shaking table model tests for
the overlapped tunnel is well first presented. -en, the peak
acceleration and dynamic strain on the overlapped tunnels
are discussed, and the specific section and measured point
are analyzed in detail. -en, the wavelet packet is used to
analyze the energy and spectrum of the invert of the upper-
span tunnel and the crown of the under-crossing tunnel.
Finally, a series of conclusions about the seismic response
and seismic characteristics of the overlapped tunnel are

drawn, which can provide a reference for the seismic design
of such an overlapped tunnel.

2. Shaking Table Tests

2.1. Engineering Prototype. -e Pandaoling tunnel is located
in Zhenxing District, Dandong City, Liaoning Province,
with a total length of 4870m and a diameter of 7m, which is
a single-track tunnel with a buried depth of about 17–106m.
-e Strawberry ditch tunnel No. 1 is located in Strawberry
ditch village, Dandong City, Liaoning Province, with a total
length of 3205m and a diameter of 10m, which is also a
single hole double line tunnel with a maximum buried depth
of about 105m. -e Strawberry ditch tunnel No. 1 spans the
Pandaoling tunnel at DK250 + 865–915. Further, the height
difference of the rail surface at the intersection is 14.19m,
and the net structure distance is 4.24m. -e terrain position
of the overlapping tunnel and the site position of tunnels are
shown in Figure 1.

-e rock formations in the cross section of the tunnel are
mainly Proterozoic Sinian mixed granite, with relatively
simple lithology, and the rock masses are gray-white. In
addition, we used the TRT6000 advanced geological detector
to forecast the geological conditions in the cross-affected
zone, as shown in Figure 2. Within the mapping range, the
blue range indicates that the geological structure of the
section is weak, while the yellow range indicates that the
geological structure of the section is hard. We found that
surrounding rock was mainly composed of mixed granite
with different weathering degrees with developed joint fis-
sures, where it had VS (shear wave velocity) of 1000m/sec
and Vp (pressure wave velocity) of 2600m/sec. Although the
rock mass was relatively broken and there were surrounding
rock cavities in some areas, no large-scale unfavorable
geological structure had been discovered.

According to the relevant Chinese codes, the sur-
rounding rock condition was set to the classification of grade
IV, and the site area was in the area of the basic seismic
intensity of grade VII. Owing to the poor nature of the
surrounding rock in the area where the tunnel is located and
the particularity of the overlapped tunnel, the tunnel may be
severely damaged when an earthquake occurs and the traffic
line may be paralyzed. -erefore, it is necessary to carry out
the corresponding seismic response model test for the tunnel
group in this area.

Here, blue points represent the receiving point, red
points represent the source point, and each small grid
represents 10m.

2.2. Similitude Relations. In this shaking table tests, the
tunnel buried depth, section size, and shaking table size are
considered comprehensively. Additionally, the design of the
test model is reasonable and meets the geometric similarity
to the greatest extent [35]. -e similarity ratios of key
controlling factors based on the Buckingham-π theorem are
summarized in Table 1. -e similarity ratio of length CL,
Young’s modulus CE, and density Cρ are predetermined as 1/
50, 1/30, and 1/1, respectively.
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For example, according to the similarity relationship, it
can be deduced that the diameter of the tunnel section is
20 cm and the thickness of primary lining is 0.5 cm and
secondary lining is 1 cm. As a summary, the properties of

surrounding rock similar material and lining similar materials
are tabulated in Table 2.-eir counterparts in the engineering
prototype, which were collected from the design document of
the tunnel, are also listed in Table 2 for comparison.

Pandaoling tunnel Strawberry ditch tunnel No.1

Structure clearance:4.24m

Strawberry ditch tunnel No.1

Pandaoling tunnel
DK250 + 865 - 915

200m

N

Figure 1: Engineering prototype of the overlapped tunnel.

(a)

Excavation direction
Tunnel face

DK250 + 865 DK250 + 915 DK250 + 965 DK251 + 015

0m 50m 100m 150m 200m
Cross section of two tunnels

(b)

Figure 2: TRT detection reflection imaging hologram: (a) three-dimensional stereogram and (b) right-side view.

Table 1: Similarity relations and ratios.

Physical parameters Symbol and relational expression Similarity ratio
Length (L) CL 1/50
Density (ρ) Cρ 1/1
Elastic modulus (E) CE 1/30
Stress (σ) Cσ �CE Cε 1/30
Strain (ε) Cε � 1 1
Poisson’s ratio (μ) Cμ � 1 1
Internal friction angle (ϕ) Cϕ � 1 1
Time (t) Ct � C0.5

ρ C−0.5
E CL 1/9.129

Displacement (d) Cd �CL 1/50
Velocity (v) Cv � C0.5

ρ C0.5
E 1/0.183

Acceleration (a) Ca � C−1
ρ CE C−1

L 1/0.6
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2.3. Similar Materials. -rough the above similar relation-
ship and considering the economics and feasibility of the
actual material, the main materials used in this test are
cement, coarse sand, water, and soil. Taking grade IV sur-
rounding rock as an example, the orthogonal test design
method, direct shear test, and triaxial test were used to
determine similar material parameters. It is noted that the
effectiveness of using these mixed materials to simulate the
surrounding rock has been validated by the former study
[36, 37]. To improve efficiency, only a single parameter was
changed at a time and a total of 5 sets of ratio experiments
were designed. -e specific ratio and its mechanical pa-
rameters are shown in Table 3.

According to the above tests and similar relations, the
proportion of similar materials in surrounding rock was
finally determined. -e surrounding rock of the prototype
was simulated by a similar material, which was blended by
cement, coarse, sand, soil, and water, with their mass
mixture ratios of 0.5%: 12%: 5%: 2%. In the test, the thickness
of the primary and second lining (0.5 cm and 1 cm) of the
tunnel model was small, which was regarded as the whole
structure (lining structure). Moreover, the lining structure
similar material was made up of gypsum, quartz sand, and
water by their mass mixing ratio of 10%, 15%, and 20%. -e
model of the tunnel and lining structure is shown in
Figure 3.

2.4. Model Design. To simultaneously analyze the response
of the overlapped tunnels with different crossing forms, the
model was set up with left and right sides, and the left side
was the orthogonal type and the right side was the oblique
type, respectively. -is study mainly focused on the right
oblique overlapped tunnel, and the response of the over-
lapped tunnel on the left will be described in other articles.

-e tests were performed in combination with the servo-
driven seismic simulation shake table system of the Lanzhou
Institute of Seismology of the China Earthquake Adminis-
tration. -e laboratory adopts VPS-600ES-2 bidirectional (X
direction, Z direction, and XZ direction) shaking table; the
size of the vibration table is 4× 6m, the maximum load is
25 t, the working frequency is 0.1∼50.0Hz, and the maxi-
mum displacement is ±250mm in the X direction, ±100mm
in the Z direction, and ±150mm in the XZ direction [38, 39].

-e size of the model box is 2.80m in length× 1.40m in
width× 1.80m in height, which both sides are composed of
U-shaped steel plates and plexiglass. Considering the in-
fluence of “rigid model box boundary effect,” we dealt with
the model box boundary. -e boundary of the model box
perpendicular to the horizontal excitation direction can
generate shock reflection of the seismic wave, which makes

the wave propagation quite different. -e 5 cm thick poly-
styrene foam board was adhered to the inner wall of the
model box, which was treated as a flexible boundary. Ad-
ditionally, the seismic wave is input from the bottom of the
model box, so there should be no relative sliding between the
model soil and the bottom plate of the box. A layer of 5 cm
thick gravel soil was laid on the bottom plate of the model
box to increase the friction force. -e particle size of the
gravel was about 2 cm, and the bottom plate was treated as a
friction boundary. Furthermore, a smaller polystyrene foam
ring was adhered to the tunnel portal, which was treated as a
sliding boundary to prevent the tunnel structure from being
affected by the vibration of the box. -e model layout is
shown in Figure 4.

2.5. Test Section and Sensor Arrangement. -is paper mainly
studied the dynamic response characteristics of the affected
section, surrounding rock, and slope body of the overlapped
tunnel on the right side of the model box. -erefore, a total
of 16 accelerometers were mainly arranged in the crown and
invert axis of the tunnel, the cross-influence section of the
two tunnels, and the inside of the slope body. Apart from
this, 8 dynamic strain gauges were pasted on the outside of
the two tunnels, respectively. -e accelerometers are three-
phase capacitive with a sensitivity of 680mV/g in the
horizontal direction, 680mV/g in the X direction, 680mV/g
in the Z direction, and ±2 g in range. -e size of each ac-
celerometer is 13mm× 15mm× 8mm. -e dynamic strain
gauges have a sensitive grid size of 9.8mm× 3.0mm and a
base size of 15.5mm× 5.0mm, with a sensitivity coefficient
of 2.0–2.20 and a temperature range of −30–80°C. -e
central cross section of the upper-span and under-crossing
tunnels was set to I and I′, respectively, and the two sides of
the affected section 30 cm away from the central cross
section were marked as II, III, II′, and III′, respectively. -e
layout of the accelerometers and dynamic strain gauges is
shown in Figure 5, where the accelerometers SA2, SA5, XA2,
XA5, and PA1-PA4 were set on the central cross section and
the dynamic strain gauges ZS2, ZS5, ZS7, and ZS8 (ZX2,
ZX5, ZX7,and ZX8) were set on the central cross section I
(I′) as well. Additionally, accelerometers and dynamic strain
gauges were only set on the crown and invert of the affected
sections II and III (II′ and III′).

2.6. InputGroundMotions. During the loading process, sine
waves, EL-Centro, and WenChuan (WC) waves were
inputted in horizontal (X) and horizontal-vertical (XZ)
direction, respectively, as shown in Figure 6(a). -e seismic
waves selected as input ground motions in the shaking table

Table 2: Physical and mechanical parameters of similar materials.

Similar material E (GPa) ρ (kg/m3) c (kPa) ϕ (°)

Surrounding rock Prototype 1.3–6 2000–2300 200–700 27–39
Model 0.14 2270 10.47 34.80

Lining structure Prototype 31.5 2300 — —
Model 1.05 2180 — —
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Table 3: Orthogonal design of similar material ratios.

Mechanical parameters
Material ratio

E (GPa) ρ (kg∗m−3) C (kPa) ϕ (°)
1. Cement: coarse sand: soil: water� 1 :15 : 5 : 2 0.32 2420 11.26 39.61
2. Cement: coarse sand: soil: water� 2 :15 : 5 : 2 0.23 2440 23.95 42.64
3. Cement: coarse sand: soil: water� 1 :12 : 5 : 2 0.10 2260 24.42 35.85
4. Cement: coarse sand: soil: water� 0.5 :12 : 5 : 2 0.14 2270 10.47 34.80
5. Cement: coarse sand: soil: water� 0.5 :10 : 5 : 2 0.19 2350 11.76 36.09
Prototype (grade IV surrounding rock) 1.3–6 2000–2300 200–700 27–39

Primary lining

Second lining

Lining structure

Figure 3: -e tunnel and lining structure.

Strawberry ditch tunnel No.1

Strawberry ditch tunnel

Pandaoling tunnel

Polyethylene foam board

Z

Data acquisition system

Shaking table system
X

2.80m

Polyethylene foam ring

Digital camera

Horizontal load seismic wave (X)60cm

1.
80

m

Figure 4: -e layout of the test model.
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tests were sine wave and EL-Centro wave and were inputted
in X direction in this paper. -e EL-Centro earthquake
record (Imperial Valley earthquake (Mw 6.9) in South-
eastern California, USA) is the first strong earthquake record
obtained by humans with a maximum acceleration ex-
ceeding 300 gal. Additionally, another important reason for
choosing to load seismic waves is that the response spectrum
of the EL-Centro seismic wave is in good agreement with the
design response spectrum of Chinese seismic code (Code for
seismic design of buildings GB50011-2010). Some previous
studies [40, 41] have shown that horizontal earthquakes were

the main cause of tunnel structural damage and landslides.
-erefore, this paper only analyzed the dynamic response of
one-way horizontal input seismic waves.

Moreover, if the time compression ratio of the seismic
wave is less than 1 : 3.16 in the shaking table test, it will cause
the seismic wave spectral components to be too complex and
produce distortion, which will lead to adverse effects on the
acquisition and processing of test data [42]. In this test of the
manuscript, the time similarity ratio is 1 : 9.129, less than 1 :
1.316. Considering these factors, the seismic waves in the
test were not compressed in time similarity ratio, and the

Section-II

Section-I

Section-III

Section-II′

Section-I′

Section-III′

Strawberry ditch tunnel No.1
(upper-span tunnel)

Pandaoling tunnel
(under-crossing tunnel)

Accelerometer
Dynamic strain gauge

(a)

Strawberry ditch tunnel No.1

Pandaoling tunnel

10
10

10

PA1

PA2

PA3

PA4

XA2

XA5 XA6

XA3

XA4

XA1

SA2(1, 3)

SA5(4, 6)

I (III, II)

4
4

30
30

III′ II′I′

I and I′

II, III and II′, III′

ZS2(ZX2)

ZS8(ZX8)

ZS5(ZX5)

ZS7(ZX7)

ZS1, 3(ZX1,3)

ZS4, 6(ZX4, 6)

Accelerometer
Dynamic strain gauge

(b)

Figure 5: -e arrangement of the sensor: (a) 3D schematic and (b) plan sketch (unit: cm).
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original wave of the EL-Centro wave was input during the
shaking table test. When the input peak value of acceleration
is 0.1 g, the acceleration time-history curve of the EL-Centro
wave at the measuring point tabletop of the shaking table is
shown in Figure 7(a).-e sampling interval is△T� 0.0013 s,
the peak acceleration is 0.982m/s2, and the main vibration
duration is about 23 s–65 s, a total of 42 s. -e Fourier
spectrum of the EL-Centro wave is shown in Figure 7(b), the
predominant frequency is 1.0–2.5Hz, the maximum am-
plitude is about 0.019, and the amplitude of the seismic wave
above 20Hz is almost zero.

-e peak acceleration of ground motion along the en-
gineering prototype site area is 0.15 g, and the characteristic
period of the ground motion response spectrum is 0.35 s,
which belongs to the basic earthquake intensity zone of
grade VII. To meet the seismic design requirements of
frequent, fortified, and rare earthquakes of the prototype
area, the peak values of input waves were 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and
0.4 g, respectively. Additionally, to explore the failure mode
of the tunnel model under extreme earthquakes, 0.6 g was
designed and loaded, as presented in Figure 6(b). -erefore,
by inputting the designed seismic wave, all kinds of failure
modes and dynamic response of the overlapped tunnel
model are analyzed comprehensively under different seismic
loads. Furthermore, to test the dynamic characteristics of the
system and study the damage of the system with the input
seismic, the sine-sweep (with the PGA of 0.05 g) was
inputted when the amplitude of input seismic was changed.

3. Seismic Responses of the Model

3.1. Dynamic Response Analysis of the Upper-Span Tunnel

3.1.1. Acceleration. To compare the different dynamic re-
sponse of the acceleration of the tunnel crown and invert

under the same cases, the upper and lower horizontal axes
were set as different section positions, while the left and right
longitudinal axes were set as peak acceleration (Figure 8).

It can be seen from Figure 8 that the distribution and
change of the peak acceleration of the upper-span tunnel
show a certain regularity; that is, with the increase in the
PGA, the peak acceleration at each measured point increases
accordingly. For the crown of the upper-span tunnel, the
peak acceleration is the largest at the section-I in the center
of the intersection, and the peak acceleration values at the
section-II and section-III on both sides of the affected
section are almost equal, which is approximate “parabola”
distribution. On the other hand, for the invert of the upper-
span tunnel, the peak acceleration at themeasured point SA5
significantly decreases, and their magnitudes are as follows:
section-II< section-I< section-III, which is in an “oblique
line” distribution. At the same time, it can also be seen that
the peak acceleration at the invert of the section-I is sig-
nificantly smaller than that at the crown, which is more
variable than the other two sections. Taking the PGA of 0.4 g
as an example, the peak acceleration of the crown of the
section-I is 1.43 times of that of the invert, while the peak
acceleration of the crown of the section-II and section-III are
0.91 times and 0.95 times of that of the invert, respectively.
Due to the shallow buried depth of the upper-span tunnel,
the crown has less absorption of the seismic wave, which
makes its acceleration response more intense. However, the
soil mass at the invert is squeezedmore closely because of the
existence of the underpass tunnel, and the seismic wave
absorption is obvious.

As the cross section is the key study object, the time
history of acceleration at the invert (SA5) of section-I in the
center of the intersection under different cases was also
analyzed, as shown in Figure 9. When the PGA of 0.1, 0.2,
0.3, 0.4, and 0.6 g seismic waves were inputted, the peak
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Figure 6: Loading sequence of the shaking table test: (a) all loading process and (b) cases analyzed in this paper.
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accelerations were 0.95, 1.78, 2.39, 3.06, and 4.57m/s2, re-
spectively, and the peak acceleration basically occurred
within 20–40 s after loading. Furthermore, the growth rate of
peak acceleration is slow in the range of 0.1–0.3 g, while it
changes greatly in the range of 0.4–0.6 g, which indicates that
the invert of the upper-span tunnel is more sensitive to the
high intensity seismic wave.

To more clearly illustrate the changing trend of crown
and invert of the upper-span tunnel under different cases, we
define the peak acceleration ratio (Ra), as shown in equation
(1), which is the ratio of the peak acceleration of each
measured point under other cases (Case2–5) to the peak

acceleration with the PGA of 0.1 g. It can be seen from the
above that with the PGA of 0.1 g, the peak acceleration of the
crown (invert) of section-I, II, and III is 2.33, 0.84, and
0.79m/s2 (0.95, 1.36, and 0.83m/s2), respectively.-e results
are shown in Figure 10.-e peak acceleration of each section
at the crown is more sensitive to the change of input cases,
while the change of each section at the invert is more stable.
Moreover, the acceleration magnification effect is smaller
before 0.2–0.4 g, and Ra is 2.55 at the maximum, while Ra

has a sharp increase after 0.4 g, which reaches 5.01 at the
maximum. In particular, the dynamic response of acceler-
ation at the SA2 of the crown does not change significantly
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with the different input seismic amplitude, while the seismic
response of acceleration at the invert (SA5) has a noticeable
transformation.

Ra �
Raij

Ra1j

, (1)

where i denotes different cases, i� 2, 3, 4, and 5 and j denotes
different measured points, j� 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. For example,
Ra11 is the peak acceleration of measured point SA1 in Case 1
(with the PGA of 0.1 g).

3.1.2. Dynamic Strain. -is section mainly compared and
analyzed the circumferential strain of the central section
(section-I) of the intersection under different cases, as shown
in Figure 11.

-e results illustrate that the peak values of strain under
different cases show basically the same law when different
amplitude seismic waves are inputted. With the increase in
the input seismic amplitude, the peak strain of each mea-
sured point increases, and the “envelope” of the peak strain
gradually spreads out. As for the Cases 1 and 2, the peak
strain at each measured point is crown (ZS2)> side walls

(ZS8 and ZS7)> invert (ZS5). However, the peak strain at
each measured point is side walls> crown> invert when the
inputted seismic wave amplitude is large (Case 3–5). -e
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reason for this is that the displacement of the invert at the
cross section of the upper-span tunnel is limited by the
surrounding rock mass owing to the influence of the under-
crossing tunnel. Further, on both sides of the side walls, the
strain is relatively increased because of the small limit of the
surrounding rock.

We also define the peak strain ratio (Rs), as shown in
equation (2), which is the ratio of the peak strain of each
measured point under other cases (Case 2–5) to the peak
strain with the PGA of 0.1 g. Based on the peak value of each
measured point in Case 1 (the PGA of 0.1 g), Figure 12
presents the amplification factor of each case. It is implied
that the maximum Rs generated by the side wall is 13.16,
which indicates that the side wall of the upper-span tunnel is
the most sensitive to the seismic load response, followed by
the crown, and the invert is the least obvious. Since the
inputting direction is the direction of the cross section, the
side wall of the tunnel is first subjected to seismic loading,
and the effect is the strongest at this time. In addition, owing
to the shallow depth of the crown of the tunnel, the ab-
sorption of the seismic waves by the surrounding rock is not
obvious, and the soil body squeezes the tunnel to produce a
large displacement, resulting in a large strain response. It is
noted that this kind of view has also been presented in some
former studies [43, 44].

Rs �
Rsij

Rs1j

, (2)

where i denotes different cases, i� 2, 3, 4, 5 and j denotes
different measured points, j� 2, 5, 7, 8. For example, Rs12 is
the peak strain of measured point ZS2 in Case 1 (with the
PGA of 0.1 g).

3.2. Dynamic Response Analysis of the Under-Crossing Tunnel

3.2.1. Acceleration. -e peak value of the acceleration of the
crown and the invert of the under-crossing tunnel is also
analyzed in Figure 13. For the crown of the under-crossing
tunnel, the peak acceleration at the intersection section-I’
(XA2) is the largest, followed by the section-III′(XA3) in the
affected section, and the acceleration peak at the section-II’
(XA1) is the smallest, respectively. It is clear that the dis-
tribution of acceleration response at different sections is
approximate “parabola” under the same case. However, the
peak acceleration at the XA5 in section I’ is the smallest and
at the XA4 and XA6 on both sides of the affected section are
basically equal, which shows an approximate linear distri-
bution. Additionally, it can also be seen that under different
cases, the peak acceleration of the crown of the under-
crossing tunnel is less than the invert, and the fluctuation of
the peak acceleration of each cross section crown is not
obvious. -is is the reason why the crown is inclined to
become a potential seismic damage area, which is very easy
to cause damage to the model of the upper-span tunnel.

-e time history of acceleration at the crown (XA2) of
section-I′ in the center of the intersection under different
cases is analyzed, as shown in Figure 14. It can also be seen
from the time history that with the increase in the amplitude
of the inputted EL-Centro wave, the acceleration response at
the crown of the under-crossing tunnel changes smoothly.
-e peak acceleration is 4.04, 3.94, 4.02, 4.12, and 4.20m/s2
when the PGA is 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.6 g seismic waves,
respectively, and the peak acceleration basically occurs
within 20–40 s after loading. Different from the invert of the
upper-span tunnel, the seismic response at the crown of the
under-crossing tunnel is larger all the time, and its pro-
portion is about 1, which indicates that the seismic response
of the crown does not change significantly with the am-
plitude of seismic waves.
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We also use Ra to denote the changing trend of crown
and invert of the under-crossing tunnel, here. With the PGA
of 0.1 g, the peak acceleration of the crown (invert) of the
section-I′, II′, and III′ is 3.94, 0.94, and 0.78m/s2 (0.77, 0.93,
and 0.90m/s2), respectively. From Figure 15, it can be seen
that owing to the existence of the upper-span tunnel, the
peak acceleration at the cross section I’ has little change, and
the Ra hovers around 1.0 under various cases. Further, the
peak accelerations of the other measured points of each
section are sensitive to the change of the seismic waves. -e
acceleration amplification effect has a small increase with the
PGA of 0.2–0.4 g, and the maximum Ra is 2.70, while the Ra

shows a sharp increase with the PGA of 0.4–0.6 g, which
reaches 5.50.

3.2.2. Dynamic Strain. -e circumferential strain of the
central section (section-I′) of the under-crossing tunnel in
different cases is summarized in Figure 16. Under low
shaking intensity (Case 1 and Case 2), the peak strain of each
measured point increases with the increase in the loading
cases, and the “envelope” of the peak strain is basically the
same as the upper-span tunnel, which is side walls (ZX8 and
ZX7)> crown (ZX2)> invert (ZX5). When the inputted
seismic wave amplitude is 0.3 g, the peak strain “envelope”
migrates to the right-side wall, and the maximum value of
27.53 με appears in the crown, which is 54.3% of the upper-
span tunnel. When the inputted seismic wave amplitude is
large (0.4 g and 0.6 g), the “envelope” of peak strain gradually
develops along the flat direction, indicating that when the
seismic intensity is large, the response of the side wall is the
strongest. However, the maximum strain on the side wall of
the under-crossing tunnel is much smaller than that of the
upper-span tunnel, which is only 11.1% of its peak strain.

-e surrounding rock absorbs part of the seismic waves
because of the large burial depth of the tunnel.

Figure 17 also presents Rs of each case based on the PGA
of 0.1 g (Case 1). -e Rs is approximately “teardrop-shaped,”
and the maximum Rs generated by the crown is 1.42, which
indicates that the crown of the under-crossing tunnel is the
most sensitive to the seismic load response, followed by the
side walls, and the invert is the smallest. -is rule also shows
that with the increase in seismic intensity, there may be
greater deformation at the crown of the under-crossing
tunnel, while the invert is relatively stable.

Comparing the peak values of the circumferential strain
of the upper-span tunnel and the under-crossing tunnel, it
can be found that when the seismic intensity is small, the
peak strains of the two crossing tunnels are basically the
same. However, when the seismic intensity is high, the strain
peak value of the upper-span tunnel is far greater than that of
the under-crossing tunnel. -e percentage of peak strain
value of eachmeasured point of the under-crossing tunnel to
that of the upper-span tunnel is 11.1% for the side walls, 54%
for the crown, and 62% for the invert. It is well known that
owing to the interaction between the central sections of the
tunnels, the existence of the upper-span tunnel weakens the
dynamic response of the earthquake to the under-crossing
tunnel. -e same conclusion was reached in the studies of
Sun et al. and Zhang et al. [45, 46].

3.3. Dynamic Response Analysis of the Interior Slope. To
compare the similarities and differences of the acceleration
response of the tunnel inside and outside the slope body, the
location along the vertical centerline of the tunnel inter-
section, that is, the PA1-4 measured points inside the slope
body are analyzed.

Form Figure 18, the acceleration amplification effect is
not obvious with the PGA of 0.1–0.3 g, while the acceleration
amplification effect is more obvious along the elevation with
the PGA of 0.4 g and 0.6 g. Taking P4 measured point as an
example under the cases of 0.4 g and 0.6 g, it can be con-
cluded that the acceleration amplification factors of P2 and
P1 measured points are 1.05 and 1.22; 1.07 and 1.32, re-
spectively; that is, the acceleration amplification factor is
smaller at the bottom of the slope and larger at the top of the
slope.

Generally, with the decrease in tunnel buried depth, the
acceleration in surrounding rock and soil has amplification
effect for a single tunnel, and the acceleration amplification
coefficient gradually increases with the decrease in buried
depth. However, the peak accelerations at all measured
points inside the slope body (except for the measured point
PA3 at the center of the intersection of the two tunnels) have
an amplification effect along the elevation for the overlapped
tunnel. Specifically, the peak acceleration of PA3 at the cross
center is significantly greater than other parts of the slope
under the same case. Owing to the reflection and refraction
of the seismic wave between two tunnels, the superposition
effect of acceleration will be produced in space. -erefore,
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the dynamic response of acceleration can provide necessary
theoretical reference for seismic design of the overlapped
tunnel.

4. Dynamic Response Spectrum Analysis

4.1. Energy Analysis Based on Wavelet Packet. Wavelet
packet analysis can perform time-frequency localization and
frequency band uniformization on signals with character-
istics of short duration and nonstationary [47, 48]. In this
section, the wavelet packet transform is used to decompose
the acceleration signals of the invert (the upper-span tunnel)

and the crown (the under-crossing tunnel), respectively.
Furthermore, the eigenvalues of signal energy in each fre-
quency band after decomposition are extracted so that the
frequency band which has the main effect on different
measured points in the invert and the crown of tunnels can
be determined quantitatively.

4.1.1. Wavelet Packet Decomposition Layers and Basis
Function. According to the principle of wavelet packet
decomposition, the seismic waves can be decomposed at the
infinite level when wavelet packet decomposition is adopted,
but in the actual decomposition process, too low or too high
decomposition layers are not conducive to the analysis of
seismic waves [49]. When the number of decomposition
layers is too low, the extraction effect of seismic wave in-
formation cannot reach the ideal level, while when the
number of decomposition layers is too high, a false fre-
quency phenomenon may occur and a higher resolution
cannot be guaranteed. Moreover, with the increase in the
number of decomposition layers, the number of computa-
tions increases, which results in the slow processing speed.

In general, we usually use the following formula to
determine the number of decomposition layers of the
wavelet packet [50]:

0< k≤ log2 LS( . (3)

Here, k denotes the number of seismic wave decom-
position layers and LS denotes the seismic wave signal
number length.

In this shaking table test, the sampling time interval of
the seismic wave signal is 0.02 s, then the sampling frequency
is 50Hz, and the duration of the ground motion signal is
generally 10–20 s, so the signal degree LS is about 29–210. By
substituting LS into equation (3), it can be concluded that the
number of decomposition layers k of wavelet packet is
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between 0 and 9. Considering the resolution and frequency
bandwidth comprehensively, this paper believes that when
the number of decomposition layers is 3, it can meet the
analysis requirements.

According to the Shannon sampling theorem [51], the
Nyquist frequency is 0.1–50Hz. When 8-layer wavelet
packet decomposition is performed on the collected signal,
there are 23 � 8 wavelet packets in total. -erefore, the width
of each frequency band is 50/8� 6.25Hz, and the corre-
sponding minimum frequency band is 0.1–6.26Hz. Taking
the eight frequency bands (0.1–50Hz) as the object of
analysis, the corresponding frequency range of each fre-
quency band is shown in Table 4.

Moreover, the wavelet functions used in wavelet analysis
are various, and the effect of selecting different wavelet
functions on signal processing will be different. -e Dau-
bechies (db wavelet) function in the wavelet function has
good approximate symmetry, smoothness, and tight sup-
port, which has obvious advantages in the analysis of seismic
and other unstable signals. -e db wavelet function can be
divided into db1–db10 wavelet bases according to the co-
efficient N. In the current application, the most used are db3,
db5, and db8. In this paper, db3 is selected as the wavelet
basis function of this shaking table test.

4.1.2. Acceleration Energy Analysis of the Invert (SA5) and the
Crown (XA2). -eMATLAB program is used to extract the
energy characteristic values of measured points SA5 and
XA2 in the above frequency bands under the seismic wave
action of Case 1–5. Further, the data in the program are used
to make the acceleration energy ratio of eachmeasured point
of the tunnels in each frequency band, as shown in Figure 19.

Form Figure 19(a), it is implied that under the action of
EL seismic waves in the cases, the acceleration energy
characteristic value at the invert of the upper-span tunnel
(SA5) reaches the maximum value in the 1st dominant
frequency (0.1–6.26Hz). Additionally, the energy in the1st
dominant frequency band at the invert accounts for more
than 94% of the total energy, indicating that the main
frequency band that affects the acceleration response at the
invert is the 1st dominant frequency band. With the increase
in inputted seismic wave amplitude, the proportion of en-
ergy in the 1st dominant frequency band frequency band
increases, while the proportion of the 2nd to 8th dominant
frequency bands (6.26–50Hz) decreases.

-e energy characteristic values at the crown of the
under-crossing tunnel (XA2) in each frequency band have a
very significant regularity. Figure 19(b) illustrates that the
energy in the 1st dominant frequency band at XA2 accounts
for more than 97% of the total energy, indicating that the
main frequency band that affects the acceleration response at
the crown is the 1st dominant frequency (0.1–6.26Hz).

By comparing the energy ratio, we found that under the
same cases, the energy proportion of the invert of the under-
crossing tunnel in the 1st dominant frequency band is
greater than that of the crown of the upper-span tunnel.
Owing to the superposition effect of acceleration, the energy
at the crown of the under-crossing tunnel increases, which is

also the part of the tunnel structure that is easy to be
damaged in earthquake. It is shown that the low-frequency
component plays a leading role in the tunnel failure process
of the seismic load. Moreover, before the seismic wave
propagates from the soil to the concrete, the low-frequency
components will change dramatically due to the complex
refraction and reflection relationship between the soil and
the concrete interface.

4.2. Response Spectrum Variation Analysis. Generally, the
monitoring data are usually the acceleration time-history
curves of different measuring points after the shaking table
model test. However, the spectrum characteristics of seismic
waves cannot be accurately expressed from the original
monitoring data. -erefore, it is necessary to introduce the
seismic wave response spectrum to analyze the seismic wave
characteristics which have an impact on the damage mode
and development process of the tunnel and surrounding
rock. -e seismic response spectrum (including displace-
ment spectrum, acceleration spectrum, and velocity spec-
trum) mainly reflects the impact of earthquake on the
structure and can characterize the natural frequency (pe-
riod) of the structure, which is widely used in the process of
evaluating the dynamic response of the structure [38, 52].

-e response spectrum is established on the basis of the
vibration of the single particle system, which represents the
characteristics of the influence of seismic waves on the
structure represented by the single particle system. In the
dynamic response spectrum analysis, the surrounding rock
mass material at the location of the measuring point in the
model can be regarded as a rigid body element. -us, the
dynamic response spectrum obtained can represent the
curves of the maximum displacement response, velocity
response, and acceleration response with the particle period
in the given seismic wave excitation process of the rock and
soil mass element at different positions of the tunnel, which
has more engineering significance.

To study the variation law of the acceleration response
spectrum of the cross tunnel in different surrounding rock
positions, the acceleration measurement points of cross
section with the peak acceleration of 0.15 g (low earthquake),
0.4 g (moderate earthquake), and 0.6 g (strong earthquake)
seismic wave are selected as the research object for response
spectrum analysis. -e measuring points are crown and
invert of the upper-span tunnel (SA2 and SA5), intersection
center of slope (PA3), and crown and invert of the under-

Table 4: Frequency bands of wavelet packet decomposition.

Frequency band number Frequency range (Hz)
1st 0.1–6.26
2nd 6.26–12.51
3rd 12.51–18.76
4th 18.76–25.01
5th 25.01–31.26
6th 31.26–37.51
7th 37.51–43.76
8th 43.76–50
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Figure 19: Proportion of acceleration energy of (a) the invert (SA5) and (b) the crown (XA2).
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crossing tunnel (XA2 and XA5), and the vertical distances
from the measuring points to the bottom of the slope are
0.63m, 0.43m, 0.39m, 0.35m, and 0.15m, respectively. It
should be noted that the acceleration response spectrum
calculation process used a 5% damping ratio commonly used
in engineering to carry out, and the response spectrum curve
was smoothed by the Origin software so as to express the
predominant period of the acceleration response spectrum
more clearly.

-e response spectrum of acceleration at different po-
sitions under different amplitude EL-Centro wave loading is
shown in Figure 20.

It can be obtained that the shape of the acceleration
response spectrum of each measuring point is basically the
same, with obvious peak characteristics. In the short period
part (T � 0.02∼0.30 s), the response spectrum distribution
curve of each measuring point has obvious amplification
effect along the elevation (except for PA3 intersection center
of slope).-e reason for this phenomenon is analyzed owing
to the refraction and reflection of seismic waves between
tunnels, which will produce a superposition effect of the
response spectrum in space, resulting in the abnormal in-
crease in acceleration spectrum amplitude of PA3. However,
in the remaining long period part (low-frequency part), the
amplification effect of the response spectrum along the el-
evation is not obvious. With the increase in the predominant
period, the amplitude of the response spectrum decreases.
When the predominant period is 2 s, the amplitude of the
acceleration response spectrum is basically 0.

Moreover, Figure 20(a) presents the predominant
period corresponding to the peak value of the response
spectrum of SA2 is concentrated at T � 0.10 s, which is
earlier than other measurement points, and its corre-
sponding predominant frequency is 10 Hz. -e reason is

that under the action of 0.1 g seismic waves, slight damage
may occur at the crown of the upper-span tunnel, which
leads to a large difference in response spectrum amplitude
between SA2 and other measuring points. It is seen that
the SA2 also showed the phenomenon of forward mi-
gration of the predominant period when 0.4 g seismic
wave loading in Figure 20(b), which shows that under the
loading of low and moderate earthquakes, the crown of
the upper-span tunnel will be the earliest and prone to
damage. At the same time, the maximum amplitude ac-
celeration response spectrum of PA3 when 0.2 g loaded is
9.30 m/s2, which is 4.11 times larger than the 2.26m/s2
when 0.1 g loaded. With the increase in the peak value of
the input wave, the predominant period of the accelera-
tion response spectrum of each measuring point has in-
creased; that is, the predominant frequency has decreased,
indicating that the nonlinear characteristics of the slope
have become more obvious. Taking PA3 as an example,
the input seismic wave increases from 0.1 g to 0.4 g to 0.6 g,
and its predominant period (predominant frequency) is
0.20 s, 0.22 s, and 0.24 s (5 Hz, 4.54 Hz, and 4.17 Hz), re-
spectively. Furthermore, the surrounding rock mass has
an amplification effect on low-frequency seismic waves.

5. Conclusion

In order to examine the distribution and variation of the
acceleration and dynamic strain of the oblique overlapped
tunnel during earthquakes, a series of shaking table model
tests were carried out, which were the inputted EL-Centro
wave in the horizontal with the PGA of 0.1–0.6 g. Based on
the recorded data, as well as observations on the post-test
behaviors of the model, we analyzed features of the ac-
celeration and dynamic strain of the upper-span and the
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Figure 20: Response spectrum of acceleration at different positions under EL-Centro wave loading: (a) 0.1 g; (b) 0.4 g; (c) 0.6 g.
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under-crossing tunnels, as well as the main factors
resulting in the changes. At the same time, the wavelet
packet was used to study the acceleration energy ratio of
the invert (the upper-span tunnel) and the crown (the
under-crossing tunnel). Some conclusions are summa-
rized as follows:

(1) -e peak acceleration of the crown of the upper-span
and the under-crossing tunnels is the largest at the
central section (I and I′) which is the key part of the
tunnel structure that be paid attention to in the
antiseismic process, and the seismic response of
sections on both sides of the affected section is ba-
sically the same. However, the peak acceleration of
the invert of the tunnels is exactly opposite to the
crown, which presents a “parabolic” distribution.
-is kind of variation of acceleration dynamic re-
sponse provides evidence for the practical design of
the overlapped tunnel during the earthquake.

(2) When the tunnels were subjected to shaking with low
seismic intensities (with the PGA of 0.1 g and 0.2 g),
the hoop peak strains of the two tunnels are basically
stable, and the failure modes of the two tunnels are in
the form of transmission evolution from crown to
side walls to invert. Additionally, the strain in the
upper-span tunnel is much larger than that in the
under-crossing tunnel under the moderate and high
shaking intensity (with the PGA of 0.3 g−0.6 g),
whose the peak strains of the upper-span tunnel are
side walls> crown> invert and crown> side wall-
s> invert for the under-crossing tunnel.

(3) Different from the single tunnel, because of the
spatial effect of overlapping tunnel, the acceleration
superposition effect appears in the intersection
section of two tunnels, which leads to the obvious
seismic response in the cross section. -e peak ac-
celeration inside the slope body has an amplification
effect along the elevation except for cross section.
Further, the acceleration amplification factor grad-
ually decreases with the increase in the buried depth
of the measured points.

(4) -e low-frequency component (0.1–6.26Hz) seismic
wave plays a leading role in the process of tunnel
slope failure, and owing to the superposition effect of
acceleration, the energy proportion of the invert of
the under-crossing tunnel in the 1st dominant fre-
quency band is greater than that of the crown of the
upper-span tunnel. With the increase in the peak
value of the input wave, the predominant frequency
has decreased, indicating that the nonlinear char-
acteristics of the slope have become more obvious.
Furthermore, the surrounding rock mass has an
amplification effect on low-frequency seismic waves.
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